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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Toyota Corp.'s Lexus has announced the groundbreaking new Lexus RX will be available by the end of 2022.

The latest RX is a testament to the evolution the vehicle has experienced since its first iteration was released in 1998.
Lexus believes this vehicle is welcoming a new era for the luxury crossover segment, with several new innovative
features inherent in the new vehicle.

An advanced future 
The fifth generation RX is groundbreaking in several rites. Firstly, it has new global architecture that provides a
lighter, lower center of gravity.

In regard to features, it holds a first for RX models with available advanced park, and a Lexus first in traffic jam
assist.

The new Lexus RX is looking to serve as a symbol of the brand's effort to innovate, apparent in stylistic and
technological updates.

A spindle body, as opposed to a spindle grille, is  a reflection of a new strides in Lexus design.

The internal tazuna concept brings all essential controls and information directly within the driver's reach and
sightline for convenience and safety.

The technological features are also vast, with cloud navigation, Lexus' Intelligent Assistant, a digital key, wireless
Apple CarPlay and other features readily available.

The 2023 RX will be offered in six grades: Standard, Premium, RX-first Premium+, Luxury, F Sport Handling and RX-
first and F Sport Performance.

With this new offering, Lexus once again looks forward while looking back on its expansive heritage.
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A previous  Lexus  RX model. Image credit: Lexus

In 2021, Lexus shared a look back at its  first three decades in its latest move focusing on its tradition of
craftsmanship.

The film "The Lexus Life Story" presents the origins of the Japanese automaker in a manner reminiscent of a
coming-of-age tale. The campaign is geared to the United Kingdom market, where Lexus debuted in 1990 and
competes with luxury automakers with histories dating back to the early 20th century (see story).
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